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with wincc professional, siemens offers a scada system which is perfectly integrated in the tia portal and with which you are optimally prepared today for the requirements of the increasing digitalization of production processes. the pc-based operator control and monitoring system for visualization and operator control of processes, production flows, machines and plants in all sectors from the simple single-user station through to distributed multi-user systems and cross-
location solutions with web clients. with wincc professional, siemens offers a scada system which is perfectly integrated in the tia portal and with which you are optimally prepared today for the requirements of the increasing digitalization of production processes. the pc-based operator control and monitoring system for visualization and operator control of processes, production flows, machines and plants in all sectors from the simple single-user station through to

distributed multi-user systems and cross-location solutions with web clients. with wincc professional, siemens offers a scada system which is perfectly integrated in the tia portal and with which you are optimally prepared today for the requirements of the increasing digitalization of production processes. with wincc, you can quickly and easily design, control and optimize the layout of plant control panels and management screens. wincc provides access to hundreds of
widgets and modules, allowing you to create a complete system in an intuitive drag-and-drop environment. you can easily create highly dynamic workspaces and easily extend the wincc user interface (ui). it is also easy to develop graphical display fields.
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the windows gui of wincc is designed to be easy to use. it is easy to change settings and develop new solutions, and allows you to quickly develop a solution. it has a highly customizable user interface (ui) with integrated administration tools, and provides the best of both worlds: the power of the windows environment and the convenient
user interface of wincc. the wincc system architecture provides you with a modular system that provides you with various solutions that are easy to manage and implement. wincc has a highly flexible and scalable platform, allowing you to use it effectively and efficiently for all your scada needs. with wincc standard, you can easily design,
control and optimize the layout of plant control panels and management screens. wincc provides access to hundreds of widgets and modules, allowing you to create a complete system in an intuitive drag-and-drop environment. you can easily create highly dynamic workspaces and easily extend the wincc user interface (ui). it is also easy

to develop graphical display fields. the new visualization system enables you to monitor the entire process with only a few mouse clicks. you can easily integrate the monitoring of plant process data into your scada system. for example, the data flow and process status can be displayed using the same visualization as the plant control data
in the siemens tia portal. the new system allows you to use the same graphic tools to analyze monitoring data. this includes the creation and editing of trend charts, the drawing of process graphics and the creation and editing of plant control charts. it even includes the use of new interfaces and capabilities for visualization of data from all
plant control systems. the new system also offers the ability to access a wide range of software applications from siemens and third-party suppliers. users can create their own applications using wincc as the basis for system extensions. simatic wincc 7.5 is based on the proven and proven operating system "simatic 7". the latest operating

system "simatic 7.5" is used to develop the new visualization system. with the latest software and hardware technologies, the new system is also suitable for the years to come.5 is the result of a new technological development cycle, which includes re-implementation of the product architecture, and the new user interfaces, the data
acquisition systems, the simatic ipc and the scada systems. 5ec8ef588b
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